Writing Psychological Reports: A Guide For Clinicians
Synopsis

The book consists of seven chapters, and begins with an overview of issues to be considered when endeavoring to write a psychological report. Such issues include the rationale for report writing, general guidelines for report writing, confidentiality and ethics, the emergence of test computerization, characteristics of the report writer. The first chapter concludes by presenting a suggested outline for reports, upon which the majority of the forthcoming text is based. The text then delves into each aspect of the suggested outline's "pre-results" sections. Information included in this section involves report heading and demographics, reason for referral, notification of purpose and limits of confidentiality, evaluation instruments and sources of information, background information, and behavioral observations. The purpose of each section, along with an explanation of appropriate word usage and section length is given. From the same outline previously offered, the book then examines the results portion of a report, starting with intellectual and cognitive functioning. Dimensions of these constructs covered include orientation, sensation/perception, intellectual and cognitive function, academic achievement, language development, and other cognitive functions such as visuomotor functioning, abstractness-concreteness, calculating, and memory. Incorporating data suggesting localization and degree of impairment, as well as other questionable findings is then discussed.
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Customer Reviews

A fairly introductory text that proposes a common model of psychological report writing for most health related purposes. Don't feel it goes beyond the "essentials" series or most general
psychology texts, and little coverage of forensic or neuropsychology settings.

This book is an excellent introduction and guide to writing psychological reports in practice. Well written containing practical information in a clear and concise manner. Recommended.

This is probably a useful text for doing eval but for writing up case notes and reports this is more based on eval type reports. This was an error on my part understanding what this text was.

This text gives great examples and helps give an additional perspective of what might be in a Clinical Report. Its pretty good.

So far what I see seem like it's will be helpful, haven't had a chance to use or read the entire book yet. But I do like my purchase.
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